Declaration of Conformity

Manufacturer: Fallbrook Technologies Inc.
505 Cypress Creek Road, Suite L
Cedar Park, TX  78613

Authorized Representative: Richard Hilgart
Fallbrook Technologies Inc.
Technical Product Manager
Popovstraat 12
8013 RK Zwolle, The Netherlands

Product Name: enviolo Automatic and Automatic + Shifting System with belt drive compatibility. The enviolo Automatic and Automatic + Shifting System with belt drive compatibility consists of the following components:

(1) enviolo AUTOMATIQ Hub Interface ("AHI-AUT"), enviolo Automatic + Hub Interface ("AHI-AUTI"); (2) “Y” or “I” Harness, and (3) may include Grip shifter Controller ("ARC") or 3-button controller. A picture of the enviolo Automatic Shifting System is attached as Exhibit A.


Testing Body: VDE Testing Certification Institute
Merianstrasse 28
63069 Offenbach
Notified Body No.: 0366

Date of Conformity: 1 September 2016

This declaration is issued under the sole responsibility of the Manufacturer and Authorized Representative described above.

Signed for on behalf of Fallbrook Technologies Inc.:  

Richard Hilgart
Technical Product Manager

Exhibit A